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About This Game

Since the press discovered multi-billionaire Bob Slayer’s best kept secret, the illegal Glacier Races, there are more applications
than ever before for this deadly, crazy race. New contenders have entered the race, their vehicles are faster, stronger and

equipped with new, experimental kind of weapons. Every each contender believes that their car is best equipped and will lead
them to victory and an unthinkable amount of prize money.

In “Glacier3” you can select one of the 8 powerful cars. Find out what car and weapons work best in which tracks, or work best
with your strategy. Will you go for the fastest time and leave all other contenders behind in dust, or will you just turn around and

blow them into pieces?

Features:

More, heavier and cooler weapons!

More battle cars!

More, better and interactive tracks!

Loads of more features!
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It's a very fun game! :D. After playing just shy of an hour, I would surely recommend this game. It's fun, easy to play and can
keep you going for hours if you focus on either achieves or records on challanges.. Gives you access to the sliders devs use to
balance rts games, probably unbalanced, but as fun as it sounds.. an awesome, entertaining, very well done series. I can't wait for
the next installments. Too bad perverted 'hollywood' can't write much more than comic book movies and trash anymore, sooooo
glad we have these here... As soon as I saw the Flatbush Zombies quote I knew this was the game for me. In the middle of the
game:

 Where the ♥♥♥♥ am i going?. Something about adding vehicles and features to this game actually seems to reduce its charm.
While I enjoyed The Little Crane that Could on the Raspberry Pi, I stopped playing this title after a very short time. While the
original game was highly structured with clear objectives and fun puzzles, this one's more open map, malleable landscape,
multiple vehicles, and less immediately examinable brainteasers just didn't seem to have the same draw. If you can find the
original with just the yellow crane, I'd highly recommend that one, though.
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Paradox DLC... can't be stopped.. First season was interesting but didn't quite pull me in. But the second season really expands
all these sketches into a full-fledged story with memorable quotes along the way.

Loved it.

Granted, it's not Tolkien nor GRR ... it is actually a not so simple journey within a not so simple quest :). My favorite Sherlock
Homes game on Steam. The graphics are the best, the customization is super fun, the story is great, and the different our comes
are very interesting and the fact that all your decisions affect the end scene are great fun! I also love any game I'm able to use
my Xbox controller. Oh god, another \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game with no tutorials on how-to-
play it and it look like 90s' game. I don't even remember that I got this game for free or I bought it.. Ruined Sea Warfare
The Bad
- The Cool Down Mechanic for the Primaries of Battleships ruined there worth as Units completely.
- Low speed for German Battleships which had historicly enormous Sea Endurance by high speeds being planed as commerce
Raiders. That means the Bismark and Scharnhorst have a Speed of 3 hexes in the game like an 8 knot heavy loaded Freighter.
- Cruisers are the only ships class worth having in the game. BBs see above and destroyers easily to sink. Cruisers were a
supporting ship class in WWII no Main Caracters like BBs, CVs and to a degree Subs and Destroyers.
- Subs are powerless and have such a long reload time that they are but useless
- Destroyer and Cruiser torpedo attacks are compared to that of subs much to strong
- Subs don\u00b4t crash dive when the enemy shots at them instead get easily destroyed on the surface
- Subs are now most time surfaced due to the newe battery loading mechanic. Which is in itself a good idea but see the line
above.

The Good
- They improved the Sub detection mechanic.

Overall the DlC is lame. You will loose your BBs early on and then build up a totally unhistoric Cruiser Fleet to win each
scenario.. So... Bear with me. I had these DEEP DARK fantasies and no way to release them...And... The moment I laid my
eyes upon this gem, I knew that we were meant to be together.

My girlfriend did not approved on my personal choise of games and I am single now... But it's allright, I moved to my parents
house and now I can spend more time with my favorite puzzle. Though I do not see them often, because my parents are afraid to
go to my room and interact with me. Strange... Must be because I play with speakers on... My steam friends stopped inviting me
to play any other games. They stopped talking to me at all, as a mater of fact. But that's allright... Since I already got all I need.

Worth it... 10\/10. A true master piece.

So, a bit seriously about the game... If you are familiar with this meme from imageboards such as 4\u0441h\u0430n, 2ch, 0chan,
etc... That would explain why would you want to buy this game. It would make a nice gag gift or you can buy it if you want to
laugh yourself for a bit. It's cheap and simple and it is what it is... Just a puzzle with pictures, somehow related to the great
Dungeon Master itself.

It's one of those gag-gifts for your favorite enemies...
I promise you... They'll hate it.. Not worth even 4 free...
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